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I agree with the authors' points, which are familiar to many scientists. A number of models 
with the sought-after properties were, however, overlooked, while models without them 
were highlighted. The overlooked models treat nonstationary learning, links between 
development and learning, locality, stability, learning throughout life, hypothesis testing 
that models the learner's problem domain, and active dendritic processes. I will review 
them. 
I introduced Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART, in 1975-76. It has since been developed 
by many scientists. Sejnowski helped to popularize Back Propagation and cites Rumelhart 
et al ( 1986) for "placing learning and the creation of internal representations once again in 
the fore of cognitive science". Back Propagation is, however, an ofrline, slow learning 
algorithm which uses non-local operations that become unstable in nonstationary 
environments, and cannot function without a teacher. Developing cognitive systems learn 
on-line, quickly, locally, are stable in nonstationary environments, and function without 
teachers. The authors nonetheless cite Back Propagation and related models to illustrate 
developmental constructivism, but not ART-like models that have developmental/cognitive 
properties (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991, 1993). 
ART models gain these properties by solving the stability-plasticity dilenuna of how to 
learn quickly and stably without suffering "catastrophic interference". Learning top-clown 
expectations helps to achieve this balance, and rationalizes why top-clown corticocortical 
and corticothalamic pathways exist. Self-regulating memory search, or hypothesis testing, 
creates representations that match nonstationary environmental trends. Selectionists like 
Edelman ( 1987) posit huge numbers of "prerepresentations" and select good ones via 
competition. Their theories select local minima (or non-optimal representations) because 
they omit top-clown attentional focusing and hypothesis testing. ART realizes these 
processes using interacting attentional and orienting subsystems, whose properties interpret 
temporal/prefrontal and hippocampal data, respectively (Grossberg and Merrill, 1996). 
Many studies illustrate how synchronizing resonances between bottom-up and top-clown 
signals drive self-stabilizing learning while simulating cognitive and neural data; e.g., 
Grossberg (1987, 1988, 1995). 
ART describes cellular activation and learning laws as well as circuits to contextually 
control them. Its laws for adult learning were proposed to be formally similar to 
developmental laws, the former seamlessly continuing the latter, within a "universal 
developmental code". Two early articles illustrate this developmental constructivism. 
Grossberg (1978a) described a neural framework for developmental and cognitive 
processing that stimulated much subsequent work. This framework emerged from studies 
during 1972-1978 by Malsburg, Willshaw, and myself that introduced modelling of 
activity-dependent map development. My discovery that development could become 
unstable led to ART models of map self-stabilization. Grossberg (1978b) suggested that the 
laws of neural synaptic development and map learning also control cell growth, movement, 
and adhesion in both neural and non-neural morphogenetic processes. Associative 
(Hebbian and anti-Hebbian) laws that model synaptic learning were hereby proposed to 
direct formation of new cell outgrowths and connections, a key point of the authors. The 
authors mention the type of Hebbian and anti-Hebbian learning that works well in sensory 
and cognitive processes, as part of match-based learning architectures such as ART. In 
spatial and motor processes, associative 1nismatch-based learning occurs; see Grossberg 
(1997). ART-style learning stabilizes sensory and cognitive representations. Mismatch-
learning lets spatial and motor representations continuously learn new parameters to control 
changing bodily parts. Grossberg and Kuperstein (1986) moc!ellec! how a cascade of such 
processes, ranging from superior colliculus (SC) to parietal and prefrontal cortex, develops 
progressively throughout life to control visually reactive, multimoc!al, attentive, and 
planned eye movements. Grossberg et al ( 1996) described how such adaptive circuits 
simulate SC burst and buildup cell profiles in various experimental paradigms. 
Selective synaptic learning on dendritic spines can use active dendritic spikes to dissociate 
read-out of presynaptic signals from read-in of their postsynaptic consequences 
(Grossberg, 1975; Grossberg and Schmajuk, 1987). Stability considerations suggested 
that competitive decisions reorganize the total presynaptic read-out across a cell network 
before surviving signals use postsynaptic dendritic spikes to read-in new synaptic values. 
Clustered associations can hereby form, as the authors noted. 
Models of developmental learning in a nonstationary world suggest why the brain uses 
nonlinear feedback processes. These processes require diligence to understand, even 
though their heuristics are simple. Articles like this may make studying them more 
fashionable. The neural modelling field has gone through several such manifestos and 
fashion cycles since 1980. They have typically sold old designs to new markets and 
renamed the label. I hope this won't happen again here. 
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